
We, Letter of Opposition -
Wthe undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed Con-g the old

abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

> Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad

crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>A1n spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to;

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>IHaving trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

> Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Spring,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in closi
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please retu 1 petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

> Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger

would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possibl e to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 48.9-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhousel



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad lineileing placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

> Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximiityto their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
nvironnment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhousel



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old

abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medicaJ facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad

crossing and the resulting train delays.

> Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,

including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,

The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

> Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in dose

proximity. to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future

transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger

would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhousel



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>LHaving trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

> Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition ....W

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollutionand health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in.
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions) Office - Darlene
9769 SW 2 0 6 th Circle or Rainbow Springs
Dunnellon, FL 34431 Clubhouse
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Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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{Plye/e return all petitions as soon as possible to either:Tied Medlin (489-6552 for questions)

9769 SW 2 0 6 1h Circle or
Dunnellon, FL 34431
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Office - Darlene
Rainbow Springs
Clubhouse
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Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions) Office - Darlene
9769 SW 2 0 6 th Circle or Rainbow Springs
Dunnellon, FL 34431 Clubhouse
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Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow.
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel [he railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Ple`se •retu n all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions) Office - Darlene
9769 SW 2 0 6 th Circle or Rainbow Springs
Duiim efon, FL 34431 Clubhouse



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Sorne Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions)
9769 SW 2 0 6 th Circle or
DunneHon, FL 34431

Office - Darlene
Rainbow Springs
Clubhouse



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Pleaserurn aapetitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions) Office - Darlene
9769 SW 2 0 6th Circle or Rainbow Springs
Dunnellon, FL 34431 Clubhouse



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>in spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:'
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions)
9769 SW 2061b Circle or
Dunnellon, FL 34431

Office - Darlene
Rainbow Springs
Clubhouse



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in ther homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact.on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Pleas&e return all petitions as soon as possible to either:.
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions)
9769 SW 2061h Circle or
Dunnellon, FL 34431

Office - Darlene
Rainbow Springs
Clubhouse



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the
old abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs,

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions)
9769 SW 2 0 6th Circle or
Dunnellon, FL 34431

Office - Darlene
Rainbow Springs
Clubhouse ,
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Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the
old abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having train's cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The ýlready-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as. soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions) Office - Darlene
9769 SW 2 0 6th Circle or Rainbow Springs
Dunnellon, FL 34431 Clubhouse



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the
old abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed, location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petiti•d4 as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-65J for questions)
9769 SW 2 0 6th Circle or
Dunnellon, FL 34431

Office - Darlene
Rainbow Springs
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Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old

abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad

crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,

including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

An spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future

transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along -e iol d
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

> Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,

including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close

proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the
old abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Petition

we, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the
old abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>ln spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions)
9769 SW 2 0 61h Circle or
Dunnellon, FL 34431

Office - Darlene
Rainbow Springs
Clubhouse
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Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.,
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions)
9769 SW 2 0 6th Circle or
Dunnellon, FL 34431

Office - Darlene
Rainbow Springs
Clubhouse



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the
old abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions)
9769 SW 2 06th Circle or
Dunnellon, FL 34431

Office - Darlene
Rainbow Springs
Clubhouse



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the
old abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

,We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our

environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.

NAME ADDRESS PHONE

Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions) Office - Darlene
9769 SW 2 0 6th Circle or Rainbow Springs

Dunnellon, FL 34431 Clubhouse



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old

'abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may. block emergency vehides from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

> Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proxindty to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhousel



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as-well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close

proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to;

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

> Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the
old abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions)
9769 SW 2 06th Circle or
Dunnellon, FL 34431

Office - Darlene
Rainbow Springs
Clubhouse



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the
old abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.

ADDRESS PHONE

Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions)
9769 SW 2 0 6th Circle or
Dunnellon, FL 34431

Office - Darlene
Rainbow, Springs
Clubhouse



a)
Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the
old abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions)
9769 SW 2 0 6 th Circle
Dunnellon, FL 34431

or
Office - Darlene
Rainbow Springs
Clubhouse



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the
old abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their, homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.

NAME

fil d well

ADDRESS PHONE

Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions)
9769 SW 2 0 6 th Circle or
Dunnellon, FL 34431

Office - Darlene
Rainbow Springs
Clubhouse



Petition

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the
old abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical
facilities, making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining
areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow
Springs, including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas,
Fox Trace, The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in
close proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property
values drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

'In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This
danger would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.

NAME ADDRESS PHONE
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to either:
Ted Medlin (489-6552 for questions) Office - Darlene
9769 SW 2 0 6 'h Circle or Rainbow Springs
Dunnellon, FL 34431 Clubhouse



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop. and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution'and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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'lease return all petitions as soon as possible to:

ed Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhousel



PETITION
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,

including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close

proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values

drop and homes become more difficult to sell. r

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future

transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution'and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!
/



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:
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Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along tile old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollutionand health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call. 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition.
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

> Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

> Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,

including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximit• to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution, and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431'

Or Off ice.- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the oldabandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity'to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution• and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY¥ at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

> Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,

making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,

including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,

The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close

proxin-mit' to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values

drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the~possible future

transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger

would obviously pose significant pollution. and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our

environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

> Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution. and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition-
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the'Progress Energy railroad line bein "placed along the old

abandoned railroad bed at the south.end-of The Villages of-Rainbow-Springs.

> Having trains cross: Highway 41 may blockemergency vehicles from .homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villais, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> Is spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution,. and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene °(PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhousel



SLetter of Opposition ý
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad

crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,

including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proxinit to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values

drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future

transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our

environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please retum all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

> Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Gl'and Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

> Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution, and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ON14Y at Rainbow Springs Clubhousel



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose-part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future

transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution'and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proxmiity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution. and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 48946552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE)' Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition- 4
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

,>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollutionand health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for-drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

> Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,

including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution-and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhousel



We, the t :,, eri•igned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandon:;]". x-airoad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.
> Having :.-a in; cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,

making iL .A-,. safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The air. •.-reavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad

crossing : , ed~ resulting train delays.

>Due to z.Aditional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including:, r1and Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woo .. and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some V., ýodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proxumit, Lo their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Proper' ý'o.rners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop ane oms become more difficult to sell.

>In spite ,)f ass;urances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transpoi; :l•ticn -of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would ol i .:;y pose significant pollution.and health hazards.

We feel t. •f;-Cfiroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environi,:r t, .on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Or (.,; -Dr~nene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLYat Rainbow Springs clubhouse!



" Letter of Opposition 1
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad

crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,

including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

An spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future

transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger

would obviously pose significant pollution. and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at.Rainbow Springs Clubt



Letter .of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution'and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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PETITION 06')

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old

abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad

crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,

including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,

The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close

proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values

drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future

transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our,

environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



N/PETIT-IONA
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.,

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

>In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future

transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution'and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin .(for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Ounnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions MNY at Rainbow Springs Clubhousel



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad

crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,

including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,

The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close

proxiimit to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values

drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future

transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger

would obviously pose significant pollution and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our

environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE'DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Spr-ings.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution. and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhousel



Letter of Opposition V

We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution, and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution-and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution. and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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return all petitions as soon as possible to:

'in (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

> Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution'and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please reunall petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASFE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ON4,Y at Rainbow Springs Clubhousel
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Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Havuig trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less Safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad

crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trains on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximiVt to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

> Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution.. and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our

environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

0Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ON4•Y at Rainbow Springs Clubhouse!



Letter of Opposition
We, the undersigned, are opposed to the Progress Energy railroad line being placed along the old
abandoned railroad bed at the south end of The Villages of Rainbow Springs.

>Having trains cross Highway 41 may block emergency vehicles from homes and medical facilities,
making it less safe for all residents in Dunnellon, Rainbow Springs and all adjoining areas.

>The already-heavy traffic on Highway 41 will become worse with a second Dunnellon railroad
crossing and the resulting train delays.

>Due to additional trainm on the present line, rail noise will increase for all areas of Rainbow Springs,
including Grand Park, Grand Park North, Country Club Estates, The Forest, The Villas, Fox Trace,
The Woodlands, and Fairway Estates, as well as the surrounding area.

>Some Woodlands property owners will have trains operating along the edges of their yards, in close
proximity to their homes, and would threaten their tranquility.

>Property owners will lose part of the investment they have made in their homes as property values
drop and homes become more difficult to sell.

> In spite of assurances from Progress Energy, residents are concerned about the possible future
transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste through their neighborhoods. This danger
would obviously pose significant pollution-and health hazards.

We feel the railroad spur in its proposed location will have an irreversible negative impact on our
environment, on our property values and on the quality of our lives.
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Please return all petitions as soon as possible to:

Ted Medlin (for drop off or questions call 489-6552) 9769 SW 206th Circle Dunnellon, Florida 34431

Or Office- Darlene (PLEASE DO NOT CALL DARLENE) Drop off petitions ONLY at Rainbow Springs Clubhousel


